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1. WHAT IS ARESBRIDGE? 

AresBridge is a tool that allows internal EC users to create Ares documents from collaborative sites 

(for example MyIC Collaborative Sites, CIRCABC, FPFIS Wikis, Connected,...), and to save and 

register them to the official documents repository Ares, ensuring all e-Domec rules are respected1.  

One example use case for AresBridge would be a team that uses a MyIC Collaborative Site in order 

to temporarily store, review and modify meeting minutes of a weekly project meeting until they are 

approved. At that point, someone in the team needs to (save and) register the final meeting minutes 

in Ares. Previously, the team member would need to place the meeting minutes from the 

collaborative sites on his computer, launch Ares, and from there, create a new Ares document and 

manually attach the minutes, fill in the metadata, recipients, etc.  

Now, with AresBridge, the team member can directly trigger (by clicking on a <Send to Ares> 

button), from the team's collaborative site, the Ares document creation window containing the 

meeting minutes as attachment and the corresponding metadata. An Ares workflow (filing, 

assigning tasks, saving, registering) can then continue from there as usual.  

2. ACCESS TO ARESBRIDGE 

AresBridge offers many features by default. If needed, it can also be configured to accommodate 

certain needs. For example, in the case of the meeting minutes scenario, as the participants to the 

weekly project meeting are always the same, the team may decide that the collaborative site should 

automatically provide this information to AresBridge, so that the Ares recipients are always the 

same. The team can also decide that the recipients cannot be changed by the person who 

saves/registers the document. 

There is thus a certain number of configuration options for AresBridge2, which cannot be changed 

by users directly but can be changed by IT teams. Please contact your DMO and local IT team if you 

would like a specific configuration for AresBridge. 

 

                                                 

1 Ares access rights are respected. 

2 See chaptre 6 of this documentation for more details. 
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 Tips: 

– You may type a full word or a part of a word in any order. No matter if it is a person, an 

organisation, an external or an internal entity.  

– You may use letters from any alphabet: for example cyrillic characters or words with 

accents. 

– The system will show what corresponds most to your search. The best scoring result will 

be displayed at the top of the drop-down list. Results are not shown in alphabetical order. 

The first part of your search (the part before the first space) has more importance in the 

scoring. The system will always put internal entities on top. For external entities, the highest 

validation level is shown first.  

– To avoid having a huge quantity of results, only 10 names are displayed. If your entity is not 

in the list, you should refine your keywords. 

– Another major advantage: updates in the database are instantaneous. As soon as an entity is 

modified (or deleted), this is automatically reflected in the drop-down list. 

– You may use an Ares distribution list or create a new one from your recipient's list: click 

<List> button: 

  
 

 

- You still have access to a full contact search if you cannot find your entity, click on : 
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 In case you want to register the Ares document, it is compulsory to either file immediately or 

assign a filing task before being able to click on the <Register and send> button. 

– To assign a filing task: insert the name of the colleague or virtual entity who will file the 

document in Ares. 

– To file immediately, click on the button:  .  

The Ares filing window will be displayed.  

Click on the   button to file your document in Ares :  

 

( Your favourite files tab may be empty if you are an occasional Ares user). 

4.6. Follow-up 

It is possible to create an e-Signatory task for another person/ virtual entity to do the follow-up on 

the document, directly from the document creation/ modification screen. The code of this follow-up 

e-Signatory task is “AB-FWUP” (AB standing for AresBridge). It does not replace an e-Signatory; 

it is a quick way to grant a “write” permission on a document. 

5. SAVE / REGISTER THE DOCUMENT IN ARES 

When you have checked all metadata, click on: 

 : the document is saved in Ares and the save number is sent to the collaborative site. If 

requested, the document might not be modifiable any longer in the collaborative site (read-only 

status). An approval e-Signatory workflow can be launched in Ares in order to finalise the 

document. When the document is registered in Ares, the registration number will be sent to the 

collaborative site.   

 

or 
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6. CUSTOMISATION OF ARESBRIDGE (FOR IT TEAMS) 

There is a certain number of configuration options for AresBridge, which cannot be changed 

by users and DMO directly but can be changed by IT teams. Please contact your DMO and 

local IT team if you would like a specific configuration for AresBridge.  

  

Please find below the list of parameters that can be customised in AresBridge : 

 Possibility to edit the title (titleEditable) 

 Possibility to edit the field “Comments” (commentsEditable) 

 Possibility to edit the field “Document date” (DocumentDateEditable) 

 Possibility to edit the field “Sent/ Received date” (sentReceivedDateEditable) 

 Possibility to edit the sensitivity level (levelOfSensitivityEditable) 

 Display of the “Save” button (saveButtonVisible) 

 Display of the “Register and Send“ button (registerButtonVisible) 

 Display of the “Scan” button (attachmentScanButtonVisible) 

 Display of the “Attach” button (attachmentAttachButtonVisible) 

 Possibility to manage the attachments (i.e. delete an attachment, manage the versions, move 

up/down and disable the automatic sorting. This option cannot be hidden if “Scan”/”Attach” 

buttons are visible). (attachmentManagementButtonsVisible) 

 Possibility to modify the attachments metadata (attachmentMetadataEditable) 

 Possibility to edit the field “From” (fromEntityEditable) 

 Possibility to edit the field “To” (toEntityEditable) 

 Possibility to edit the field “Cc” (ccEntityEditable) 
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 Display of the button used for searching entities (entitySearchButtonsEnabled) 

 Display of the button to manage/ use a distribution list (distributionListButtonsVisible) 
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